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ABSTRACT

People’s content choices are ideally driven by their intentions, aspirations, and plans. However, in reality, choices may be modulated by recommendation systems which are typically trained to promote popular items and to reinforce users’ historical behavior. As a result, the utility and user experience of content consumption can be affected implicitly and undesirably. To study this problem, we conducted a 2 × 2 randomized controlled field experiment (105 urban college students) to compare the effects of intention informed recommendations with classical intention agnostic systems. The study was conducted in the context of spoken word web content (podcasts) which is often consumed through subscription sites or apps. We modified a commercial podcast app to include (1) a recommender that takes into account users’ stated intentions at onboarding, and (2) a Collaborative Filtering (CF) recommender during daily use. Our study suggests that: (1) intention-aware recommendations can significantly raise users’ interactions (subscriptions and listening) with channels and episodes related to intended topics by over 24%, even if such a recommender is only used during onboarding, and (2) the CF-based recommender doubles users’ explorations on episodes from not-subscribed channels and improves satisfaction for users onboarded with the intention-aware recommender.
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1 INTRODUCTION

People make choices about what content to consume on a day-to-day basis, such as selecting music or podcasts to listen to and identifying articles to read. Ideally, users make choices according to their intentions, plans, and aspirational preferences [31]. For example, a person may use a search engine to find an article or a piece of music with a specific title. However, choosing content on real world platforms is more complex, in part because users’ choices are often sub-optimal and focus on the short-term [32], and these immediate choices then get reinforced by recommendation systems that expose users to biased sets of items. The bias of item presentations mainly comes from two sources: (1) recommenders often hold a partial and skewed view of users’ preferences that are learned from observational interaction records [40, 51], and (2) recommenders are typically subject to popularity bias [51], which hinders the system from presenting relevant items. When subject to regular exposure to these biased item sets, users’ original intention-related choices may be altered — on the one hand, users may explore more content, on the other hand, they may end up consuming trendy but mediocre or irrelevant content with low utility to them.

Prior recommendation systems literature was focused on how many [21, 41] and what [16, 46] items people choose but rarely addressed why people choose them. For example, are the choices a result of people’s original intentions or their interactions with recommendation systems? In other words, how recommendations may change users’ consumption from what they might have chosen, or aspire to choose? These under-explored questions are critical for recommender systems to listen to users and support users’ needs, intentions, and desires [14, 26].

In this paper, we investigate the above mentioned questions, specifically, how intention informed recommendations modulate users’ choices, as compared to intention agnostic systems? To answer this question, we designed a randomized controlled field study [27] in the domain of podcasts, where we leveraged the topics of interest as an indicator of user intentions. The field study is a 2 × 2 experiment where two factors are two stages of app usage, and two interventions within each factor are different recommendation algorithms. First, during onboarding, users expressed their topics of interest and subscribed to a set of podcast channels through a
website, where we compared a popularity-based recommender to a recommender that takes into account users’ intentions (intention-aware recommender) in presenting channel candidates. Then, during the remainder of their participation (app usage in the field), users used a customized commercial mobile app without constraint. During this stage of the study, we compared a subscription-based recommender to a Collaborative Filtering (CF)-based recommender in populating the home feed that users interacted with everyday. Finally, participants were invited to complete a post-study survey where they gave ratings in terms of four aspects of satisfaction.

We choose podcasts as the study domain for two main reasons. First, traditional podcast content consumption is typically based on subscriptions and therefore clearly relates to user intentions — users subscribe to RSS feeds of the channels they plan to listen to and then regularly consume released episodes from those channels. Second, recommendation systems for podcasts is of growing importance but currently under-explored (Section 2.4).

We conducted the study with 105 urban college students, which consists of 52.5 hours of one-by-one onboarding, four weeks of field experiments with daily communications and weekly reminders, and a follow-up survey with each participant. Our key findings include:

- **Effects of onboarding recommendations**: Compared to commonly used popularity-based ranking of channels, intention-aware recommendations for user onboarding significantly raised the ratio of channel subscription and episode listening that were aligned with users’ topic-wise aspirations (improvements: 72.1% and 36.5% in terms of subscriptions at onboarding and in the field, and 24.9% in terms of listening time).

- **Effects of field recommendations**: Home feeds that were populated by the CF-based recommendations significantly increased the ratio of episode listening to not-subscribed channels by 127.5%, as compared to the traditional home feeds that were filled purely with episodes from subscribed channels.

- **Interaction effects**: User satisfaction was jointly affected by the recommendation algorithms used in the two stages — the CF-based recommender improved satisfaction for users onboarded with the intention-aware recommender, whereas for others, the CF-based recommender was shown to have negative effects.

These findings suggest that recommendations can implicitly but significantly modulate users’ intention-related choices — they can encourage or discourage users to pursue their aspirations and intentions. The positive modulation effects can be leveraged to support healthy behavior and benefit an individual’s aspired long-term growth, as discussed in Section 5. Also, our study suggests a hybrid form of recommender for podcasts and subscription-based media, consisting of an intention-aware recommender for onboarding and a CF-based recommender for home feed generation. Together, these recommenders support user aspirations, encourage content exploration, and provide satisfying user experiences.

Through our study, we also find that signals regarding the utility of user engagement is not reflected in intention-agnostic statistics (e.g., total listening time and total number of subscriptions) that are commonly employed to understand user experiences (Section 4.1). This highlights the importance of using metrics conditioned on individual intentions to complement the understanding of recommendation effects (Section 5.5).

2 RELATED WORK

Our work builds on and contributes to four lines of research: (1) studying the effects of recommendations, (2) investigating user intentions in using intelligent systems, (3) building recommendation systems beyond optimizing for accuracy, and (4) analyzing and leveraging spoken word content on the web.

2.1 Effects of recommendations

Recommendation systems were shown to increase traffic and user engagement [41], but it was recently recognized in the research community that they can also significantly affect end users’ behavior and the structure of a society. Prior work in studying the effects of recommendations mainly focused on the social network structures [11, 42, 43] and the filtering bubble problem [3, 7, 16, 20, 34, 36]. For example, the former line of research demonstrated that introducing friend-based recommendations into social network platforms exacerbates popularity bias (i.e., rich gets richer) [43] and establishes an algorithmic ceiling for minority groups of users [42]. The latter line of research illustrated how recommendations affect users’ information exposure by either limiting users’ information exposure to a biased scope [16, 36] or enabling users to explore ideologically diverse opinions [3, 16]. As a result, consumers and users may be fragmented [20]. Most recently, Chaney et al. [8] used a simulation to show that recommendations may lead to a homogenization of users’ choices. For contextual-aware recommendations, prior work has raised the concern about their potential alternation of users’ content consumption context [1].

Although prior research has revealed significant effects of recommendations in the global and individual levels, these effects are user intention-agnostic and are measured and interpreted from system designers’ and experts’ perspectives. It is unknown whether recommendations’ effects are aligned with or deviated from users’ own intentions. Our study measures effects from users’ angle and contributes findings that are critical to the future user-centric recommendation systems [14, 21, 26].

2.2 User intentions

Understanding and leveraging user intentions is an important theme in designing intelligent systems. For example, in the context of web search, previous research [12, 29, 39, 44, 48] discovered diverse user intents in using search engines [44], e.g., for the same query, users may look for different information. The understanding and prediction of users’ intents is an essential component for personalized search experience [12, 44, 48]. In other domains, such as arts and fashion [10], and psychology [15, 38], user intentions were also investigated and were shown to be predictable from behavior logs [10]. In the context of recommendation systems, prior work leveraged interactive systems to elicit signals about user intentions, such as conversation-based [25], survey-based [52], and critique-based [9] systems. Recently, Tomkins et al. [46] presented a system that recommends appropriate products for users who intend to maintain a sustainable behavior.

However, when incorporating users’ intentions, the intelligent systems were often evaluated against intention-agnostic metrics, such as click-through rate, dwelling time, and etc., which do not answer the questions of how these systems alter users’ choices from
what they might have chosen, and how much of users’ intentions were satisfied. As argued by Knijnenburg et al. [26] and Ekstrand et al. [14], future recommenders should be able to satisfy what users want and what they want to achieve. Our research takes a step further and investigates how intention informed recommenders would in turn affect users’ intention-related choices, which closes the feedback loop between choices and recommendation systems.

2.3 Recommendations beyond accuracy

Our work contributes to the increasing recognition and interests in building recommender systems for objectives beyond accuracy [14, 26, 50], such as diversity [21, 53], fairness [13], novelty [45], sustainability [46], and unbiasedness [40, 51]. These objectives were motivated by the observation that recommender systems purely optimized for accuracy may have various negative effects on end users, as reviewed in Section 2.1. These enable recommendations to serve users with different needs and intents. Nevertheless, similar to the limitations discussed in Section 2.2, prior work optimized these systems using hand-crafted or expert-designed metrics (such as categorical accuracy [13]), which may or may not be aligned with users’ intentions and goals. Our study reveals the extent to which users’ choices are related to their intentions, which can be used to inform future design of recommenders beyond accuracy.

2.4 Web spoken word content

We conducted the field study in the domain of spoken word content (podcasts) — an emerged channel for information and entertainment [37]. In the web community, prior research was mainly focused on building web search engines [5, 17, 19, 33, 35], which index podcast metadata and audio files so as to match given text queries to audio. However, there has been very little work addressing the podcast recommendation problem. The only work we recognized was from Tsagkias et al. [47] that predicted users’ podcast preference using hand-crafted preference indicators, which can hardly be applied in the wild because of the heterogeneity of users and content. With the interests from major media companies to serve podcasts, research is needed to build recommenders that better expose users to content beyond passive receiving. Our study contributes a hybrid form of podcast recommender that serves users’ intentions, encourages exploration and results in higher user satisfaction. Our paper also presents key guidelines for the design of podcast recommenders, which can be applied to other subscription-based media platforms as well.

3 STUDY DESIGN

Our study design included collecting consumption intentions from all participants and randomly assigning participants to four independent experimental conditions. This design allowed us to conduct within-subject comparisons to understand the discrepancy between users’ content consumption and intentions, and between-subject comparisons to measure the effects of different recommendations. Specifically, our study consisted of two phases: an one-by-one video onboarding (30 minutes) and a field study (four weeks), corresponding to the prominent settings under which podcast listeners are exposed to recommendations in the wild (i.e., when they first begin to use an application, and during the daily usage). Our design for both phases of the study allowed participants to
interact with recommendations naturally. During onboarding, participants were instructed to subscribe to a set of podcast channels they wanted to listen to from a ranked list of candidates; and in the field, participants were provided with a customized commercial podcast mobile app (available on both Android and iOS) to listen to podcasts naturally and without study constraints. The experiment used a full 2 x 2 factorial design where the two factors were recommendations made in the two study stages, i.e., onboarding (ONB) and field (FIE) recommendations, and the two interventions within each factor were specific algorithms that presented channels or episodes in different orders. Below, we describe detailed design of each phase.

3.1 Onboarding (ONB)

We onboarded participants one-by-one using remote video conferencing software. Participants were instructed to complete two tasks during onboarding: (1) indicate their topic-wise intentions and interests, and (2) subscribe to channels that they want to listen to in the field. Participants were directed to use a website we developed to complete both tasks.

Indicating topic-wise intentions. We collected participants’ listening aspirations in the form of podcast topics (Fig. 1). This topic selection approach is a common practice adopted by major content platforms (e.g., Pinterest and Medium) to elicit user preferences during onboarding. We used podcast categories defined by iTunes as topics, which consists of two levels: general and fine-grained. Through the website, participants first picked 1-8 general topics (Fig. 1-a), and then optionally chose fine-grained topics within the selected general ones (Fig. 1-b). To help participants make sense of general topics, fine-grained topics were shown side-by-side.

Subscribing to channels. Each participant was then asked to subscribe to up to ten podcast channels from a list of recommendations (Fig. 2). The recommendation list was subject to the control or experimental setting, according to the participants’ assignments in the study. The control intervention implemented a standard user onboarding strategy that ordered channels based on their popularity on iTunes (POP) (Fig. 2-a), whereas the experimental intervention ranked channels by the degree to which they related to participants’ aspirations (ASP) (Fig. 2-b). The relevance of a channel c for a user u is characterized by a score s(c|u) calculated as follows.

\[
s(c|u) = |S_c \cap A_u| + 1 \{ m_c \in A_u \}
\]

where \(S_c\) is the set of topics (general and fine-grained) that the channel \(c\) belongs to, \(m_c\) is the channel’s primary topic \((m_c \in S_c)\), and \(A_u\) is the set of topics that users aspired to listen to. Both \(S_c\) and \(m_c\) were scraped via iTunes RSS API. As shown in the above equation, when calculating \(s(c|u)\), we placed an additional weight on the primary topic.

For both groups, participants were instructed to browse the website freely and make decisions at any point of time. To prepare channels for recommendations, we scraped all top channels returned by the iTunes RSS feed, and made a join with our podcast database. Eventually, 2231 channels were used.

3.2 Field Study (FIE)

After onboarding, each participant was provided with a podcast mobile app and a pre-registered account to use for four weeks in the field. The app was pre-loaded with the channels for which the participant subscribed during onboarding. We customized a popular commercial app for our study. The app (shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) has three main pages: (1) a home page (Fig. 3-b,c) that presented a personalized list of new podcast episodes, and is the default page when opening the app, (2) a library page (Fig. 3-a) that showed the channels to which a user has subscribed, and (3) a discover page (Fig. 4) that listed channels based on categories and popularity, which were not personalized. In addition, the app allowed users to directly search for content (through the icon at the top-right corner), and users can also consume episodes from a channel’s page (by clicking on the channel’s thumbnail).

Similar to onboarding, the field intervention was applied to recommendations on the mobile home page, which chronologically listed episodes from a personalized set of channels and was refreshed daily for newly-released episodes. For the control group, the personalized set contained channels to which a user has subscribed (SUB); whereas for the experimental intervention, the set additionally mixed five not-subscribed channels (MIX). These channels were retrieved by a matrix factorization based recommendation model, which we built as follows:

- **Dataset collection.** We scraped the most recent 500 reviews of 29K popular podcast channels on iTunes to train a recommendation model. In order to conduct recommendations based on users’ channel subscriptions, which are binary signals, we disregarded rating scores and treated iTunes reviews as positive-only feedback. The final training dataset contained 702K user-channel interactions from 137K iTunes users.
- **Recommendation model.** We used OpenRec [50] to build a Weighted Regularized Matrix Factorization (WRMF) [22] based recommender, which is a representative implicit-feedback-based recommendation model and is optimized to minimize the following objective function:

\[
\min \sum_{u \in U, i \in I} w_{ui}(p_{ui} - x_u^T y_i)^2 + \lambda \|\Theta\|^2
\]

where \(\Theta\) is a set of model parameters, \(x_u\) and \(y_i\) are latent factor representations for user \(u\) (among all iTunes users \(U\)) and channel \(i\) (among all iTunes channels \(I\)) respectively, and \(p_{ui}\) is a binary indicator for user preferences \((p_{ui} = 1\) if user \(u\) subscribed to channel \(i\), and \(p_{ui} = 0\) otherwise). In addition, WRMF uses \(w_{ui}\) to control models’ confidence levels on \(p_{ui}\). We set \(w_{ui}\) such that \(w_{ui} = 1\) if \(p_{ui} = 1\), and \(w_{ui} = 0.01\) otherwise. These parameter settings achieved the best validation results in our dataset. When applying the WRMF model, we discarded \(x_u\) since it corresponds to users from iTunes, and fixed trained channel representations \(y_i\). For a participant \(u'\), we derived an analytic expression of the optimal user representation \(x_{u'}\) by differentiating the objective function (eqn. 2):

\[
x_{u'} = \frac{1}{\lambda + \sum_i w_{u'i} y_i^T y_i} \sum_i w_{u'i} p_{u'i} y_i
\]

- **Not-subscribed channel retrieval.** For any participant \(u'\) in the experimental group, we retrieved the top 5 not-subscribed
Imagine you are using a new podcast app – please choose 1 to 10 channels you want to subscribe to

(a) Control group: Popularity-based recommendation (POP)
(b) Experimental group: Aspiration-inspired recommendation (ASP)

Figure 2: The web user interface designed for participants to subscribe to channels during onboarding. The interface presented a list of podcast shows, and participants were instructed to subscribe to up to ten of them. For the control group (POP), channels were ordered by their popularity on iTunes, whereas for the experimental group (ASP), the ordering was determined by channels’ alignment to participants’ topic-wise intentions. Both groups shared the same set of candidate content.

(a) Library showing subscribed channels
(b) Control group: episodes from subscribed channels (SUB)
(c) Experimental group: episodes from mixed channels (MIX)

Figure 3: The library and home pages of the customized podcast mobile app. The library page showed the channels to which a user has subscribed, and the home page chronologically presented a list of episodes. For the control group (SUB), the episodes were retrieved from subscribed channels, whereas for the experimental group (MIX), those episodes were mixed with the ones from selected not-subscribed channels based on a CF recommendation model.

channels that had the highest dot product scores (i.e., \( \{ x_i^u y_i^i \mid i \in \{ i \mid p_{ui}^u = 0 \wedge i \in I \} \} \)). Although the recommendation model was

3.3 Post-study Survey

After participants finished the 4-weeks field study, we conducted a post-study survey through email to elicit user satisfaction. The survey questions follow a template: “How satisfied were you with

Figure 4: The discover page of the customized podcast mobile app. The page grouped channels into topic-wise categories and presented a trending chart that ordered channels according to their popularity on iTunes. This page allowed users to readily explore and subscribe to new channels.

(a) Randomly sampled popular channels
(b) Categorical listing of channels
(c) Popular/Trending channels

fixed throughout the study, retrieved channels were adaptively updated whenever participants subscribed to new channels.
3.4 Participant Recruitment

We recruited 105 full-time undergraduate students who were studying in New York City and were from diverse background. The demographic information of the participants is summarized in Table 1. Participants were compensated with $30 after completing both phases of the study. To encourage app usage in the field, we provided an additional $20 bonus for those who used the mobile app for at least five days a week, and reminded all participants to listen to new episodes weekly. Finally, participants were randomly assigned to one of the 2 x 2 conditions (POP-SUB: 25, POP-MIX: 26, ASP-SUB: 29, ASP-MIX: 25), and two research personnel who were blind to condition assignments managed and executed participants onboarding and the field study. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) under the protocol #1507005739.

4 STUDY RESULTS

Our study recorded the choices that participants made at onboarding and in the field including both channel subscriptions and episode listening. In addition, we recorded satisfaction ratings that participants gave to questions in the final survey. Eventually, 99 out of 105 participants completed the study (POP-SUB: 24, POP-MIX: 23, ASP-SUB: 28, ASP-MIX: 24). We summarize and present our study results in four dimensions: general usage patterns (Section 4.1), choices related to topic-wise intentions (Section 4.2), exploratory choices (Section 4.3), and user satisfaction (Section 4.4).

4.1 General usage patterns

To understand the usability and user experience with our podcast content platform, we investigate a type of commonly used metrics, user activity level [28]. We count the number of subscriptions that each user made in the field, and the amount of time that each user spent listening to episodes. The distributions of these measures over users are illustrated in Fig. 5. Overall, participants were fairly active in using the mobile app in the field with 8.8 average number of subscriptions and 4.58-hour average listening time. Participants’ activity level is also distributed within a range and has rare outliers (Fig. 5-b,c). In Fig. 5-a, we also plot the distribution of the number of onboarding subscriptions, which is shown to spread from one to ten (maximum allowance) with an average of 7.4. To test whether two experimental factors affect the three measures in Fig. 5, we conduct a general nonparametric factorial analysis using the Aligned Rank Transform (ART) [49] (by treating the three measures as responses). We use ART because our study contains more than one factor, and all the measures are not normally distributed over users. In the rest of this paper, if not specified, the ART is used to conduct statistical significance tests (notations: ***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05). The ART reports no significant effect from ONB, FIE, or ONBxFIE for all the three measures. However, as shown in Section 4.2 and 4.3, ONB and FIE have significant effects on users’ podcast consumption patterns, although they are not captured in the general user activity measures. We discuss the limitations of these traditional measures in Section 5.5.

In addition to aggregate users’ activities (subscriptions and listening time) on a per-user basis, we also cluster the activities into hour of day (Fig. 6-a), day of week (Fig. 6-b), and distinct channels (Fig. 7). Temporal distributions of listening instances (Fig. 6) reveal several diurnal and weekly listening patterns, such as decreased listening during night and over weekends. However, no statistical evidence shows significant effects of experimental factors on these temporal patterns. Regarding the channel-wise user activity distributions (Fig. 7), they demonstrate that (1) during onboarding (Fig. 7-a), participants’ channel subscriptions manifested significant popularity bias under the POP treatment, i.e., the majority of user subscriptions were concentrated on a small number of channels, whereas under the ASP treatment, subscriptions were spread out to more channels and tended to be uniformly distributed, and (2) in the field, users interacted with a broader set of podcast channels than during onboarding, but both experimental factors have no significant effect on the number of interactions that each channel received. In the Appendix, we additionally visualize top channels subscribed by participants.

4.2 Choices related to topic-wise intentions

The distribution of the topics that participants intended to consume is shown in Fig. 8, which shows the diversity of the topics of interest chosen by participants — the intended topics in the population were spread across 53 distinct general and fine-grained categories, and most of the topics were selected by less than half of the population. Such a wide range of selected topics is partially attributable to the diverse background of our recruited participants (Table 1). To show how users’ choices related to topic-wise intentions may be modulated by two stages of recommendations, we define a topic-wise intention ratio $r_{\text{topic}}(c|u)$ of a channel $c$ for the user $u$ as follows:

$$ r_{\text{topic}}(c|u) = \frac{|S_c \cap A_u|}{|S_c|} $$

where we use the notations from eqn. 1. The value of $r_{\text{topic}}(c|u)$ corresponds to the proportion of a channel’s content that aligns with a user’s intended topics. Then using $r_{\text{topic}}(c|u)$, we calculate the average alignment of a user $u$’s subscriptions, $r_{\text{align}}^{\text{topic}}(u)$, as the
average \( r_{\text{topic}}(c|u) \) over all followed channels \( \mathcal{F}_u \), i.e.,

\[
r_{\text{topic}}^\text{pub}(u) = \frac{\sum_{c \in \mathcal{F}_u} r_{\text{topic}}(c|u)}{|\mathcal{F}_u|} \tag{5}
\]

and calculate the average alignment of a user’s listening, \( p_{\text{listen}}(u) \), as the weighted average of \( r_{\text{topic}}(c|u) \) over listened channels \( \mathcal{L}_u \) with the weight proportional to the listening duration \( d_c \), i.e.,

\[
p_{\text{listen}}(u) = \frac{\sum_{c \in \mathcal{L}_u} r_{\text{topic}}(c|u) d_c}{\sum_{c \in \mathcal{L}_u} d_c} \tag{6}
\]

We show the cumulative distributions of users over \( p_{\text{topic}}^\text{pub}(u) \) and \( p_{\text{topic}}(u) \) in Fig. 9, and the \( 2 \times 2 \) groupwise averages in Fig. 10. These graphs and corresponding ART tests demonstrate that under all scenarios, the ASP intervention significantly improves the ratio of content consumption that matches users’ topic-wise intentions — during onboarding, ASP increases \( p_{\text{topic}}^\text{pub} \) by 72.1% (ONB:**), and in the field, ASP improves \( p_{\text{topic}}^\text{pub} \) and \( p_{\text{listen}} \) by 36.5% (ONB:***) and 24.9% (ONB:*+) respectively. It is worth noting that although improvements are larger at onboarding when the intervention is directly applied, ASP is shown to have significant indirect effects on users’ content consumption in the field as well. The statistical test does not show significant effects from the FIE factor and the interaction (i.e., ONB×FIE).

### 4.3 Exploratory choices

To investigate how participants’ exploratory choices were affected by recommendations, we divided their podcast listening into subscribed listening (exploitation) and not-subscribed listening (exploration). We define the exploratory ratio \( r_{\text{exp}}(c|u) \) as a counterpart for \( r_{\text{topic}}(c|u) \) (Section 4.2). This exploratory ratio is calculated as follows.

\[
r_{\text{exp}}(c|u) = 1 - \mathbb{1} \left[ c \in \mathcal{F}_u \right] \tag{7}
\]

where \( \mathbb{1} \) is an indicator function, and \( \mathcal{F}_u \) is the set of channels that the user \( u \) subscribed to at time \( t \) when the channel \( c \) was consumed. Essentially, \( r_{\text{exp}}(c|u) = 1 \) if the channel was not subscribed when consumed, otherwise \( r_{\text{exp}}(c|u) = 0 \). We then substitute \( r_{\text{topic}}(c|u) \) in eqn. 6 with \( r_{\text{exp}}(c|u) \) and derive an exploratory measure of a user’s listening, denoted as \( p_{\text{exp}}(u) \). From another angle, \( p_{\text{exp}}(u) \) can be viewed as the percentage of time that the user explored new information channels.

We show the distributions of users over \( p_{\text{exp}}(u) \) and the groupwise average scores in Fig. 11. Both figures and ART statistical tests demonstrate that the MIX intervention significantly increases \( p_{\text{exp}} \) by 127.5% (FIE+*). In other words, the MIX feeds significantly encouraged participants to explore beyond existing and potentially narrow information channels. The onboarding recommendations (ONB) and the interaction between the two stages of recommendations (ONB×FIE) do not have significant effects.

### 4.4 User satisfaction

Four satisfaction indicators were surveyed and reported by participants after the study was over (Section 3.3). Among 99 valid participants, 89 of them responded to our email survey (Response rate: 89.9%). Both experimental factors and their interaction do not have significant effects on whether or not a participant responded to the survey. To quantitatively analyze survey results, following...
the common practice [21], we convert the five options in each survey question, i.e., not at all satisfied, slightly satisfied, neutral, very satisfied, and extremely satisfied, to 1–5 numerical ratings.

We found that satisfactions for all indicators are highly correlated. Therefore, we aggregated them into one factor by taking the average of the ratings. The distributions of the aggregated satisfaction ratings and the groupwise average values are shown in Fig. 12. Participants’ satisfaction is significantly affected by the interaction between two factors (ONB×FIE: *); and the post-hoc differences of differences test [6, 30] confirms the effects of one factor given the other. In other words, if participants were onboarded with the popularity-based recommender, applying the CF-based recommender to populate users’ home feeds significantly degraded users’ satisfaction, whereas if participants were initially presented with a channel list ranked by their intentions, the CF-based recommender used in the field showed positive effects. These findings have important implications as to how the reinforcing nature of recommendations may improve or degrade utility and user experience, as discussed in Section 5.

5 IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Our study results indicate significant interactions between recommendations and intentions. We discuss our findings in light of theoretical and empirical research on human decision making and suggest directions for designing better recommendation systems that benefit end users.

5.1 Employing planning and intentions

Individuals face self-control challenges when making decisions about content consumption, just as they do when managing diet or finance [32]. People have troubles translating their intentions and goals into actions when facing real-world decision-making problems. For example, prior research showed that people rent documentaries in line with their “aspirational self” but were less likely to actually consume this type of movie compared to more affective movies such as action films [32]. Filter bubbles [36] are another example in which users’ long-term interests do not match with short-term consumption of news. To help people choose according to their long-term interests, our study suggests to employ a deliberative thinking via planning in the form of preference elicitation. As shown in Section 3.1, our onboarding system leveraged a preference elicitation-based interaction technique and an intention-aware recommender system that allowed for the explicit inclusion of user intentions. Such a design was shown to have significantly positive effects as users subscribed according to their elicited intentions during onboarding and later followed up on their plans when listening in the wild. Similar strategies were examined in behavioral science literature suggesting that people planning ahead are more likely to act on their intentions and to exhibit aspirational behavior in line with their long term interests [18].

5.2 Encouraging exploration

Classical recommendation systems based on collaborative filtering and click-based metrics are often criticized since they are likely to be overly optimized to reinforce past behavior and preferences [24]. As a result, measures such as novelty and diversity are increasingly explored both in research papers and industry practice in recent years [21, 45, 53]. Finding the right mix of novel and familiar items can be challenging as it is not clear to what extent a certain quality characteristic like novelty is truly desired in a given application for a specific user and at a certain time. In the social and behavioral science literature this is often formulated as the exploration-exploitation trade-off [2, 4, 23]. Our results demonstrate...
that introducing recommendation systems in content platforms that were mainly driven by user intentions provided benefits in the form of user exploration, because recommendations helped people find choice alternatives that they were not aware of. However, how recommendation systems may influence the explore-exploit dilemma in the long term is an open question for future research.

5.3 Understanding user satisfaction

Our results show that users were satisfied when CF-based recommendations (MIX) were delivered based on intention-driven subscriptions (ASP) at onboarding. This can be explained by the benefits of reinforcing users’ long-term interests. Whereas when users’ initial subscriptions were only driven by channels’ popularity and not aspirational, CF-based recommendations ignored their intentions and left them dissatisfied. Another possible explanation is the explainability and trust of recommendations. People are more likely to follow recommendations they trust, and explaining recommendations is shown to increase the trust [54]. Since the ASP-MIX hybrid recommender systems were informed by stated users’ preferences, recommendations were implicitly explained and were easier to be perceived and understood by users. Whereas when the POP-MIX systems were used, the explainability and trust of field recommendations was expected to be low.

Additionally, as shown in Section 4.4, we also observe high user satisfaction under the POP-SUB interventions, in which users were
left in their information bubble populated with self-chosen popular items. This may be explained by people’s inherent motivation to chase popular items [51] even if these items were misaligned with users’ stated intentions; such content satisfies an important, if implicit, aspect of people’s information needs and desires.

5.4 Optimizing for multiple objectives

Our study reveals benefits of jointly optimizing people’s information consumption for multiple objectives. For example, for podcasts and other subscription-based media, service providers should consider a hybrid form of recommender that contains an intention-aware recommender for onboarding and a CF-based recommender for field listening. This combination can support users’ intentions while encouraging them to explore beyond existing channels. As a result, users are likely to be more satisfied. More generally, with a global view of the recommendations that people are increasingly exposed to, we can jointly optimize recommendation systems to support an individual’s aspirations and satisfaction in other domains such as diet and time management.

5.5 Limitations of intention-agnostic metrics

Commonly-used metrics that quantify user experiences are often agnostic to people’s intentions. As a result, these metrics mainly reflect the extent to which recommendations engage people but overlook the utility of those engagements. For example, in our study, total listening time and total number of subscriptions show that people were equally active across different groups (Section 4.1), but in reality, people in certain groups were less exposed to new information, guided away from their aspirations, and less satisfied. Therefore, when probing and evaluating the performance of recommendation systems, it is important to condition metrics on individual intentions.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a randomized controlled field experiment that studied the effects of recommendations on people’s content choices related to intentions. Our study revealed how recommendations (1) modulated people’s choices of topically relevant content, (2) affect the likelihood that people explore beyond their existing information sources, and (3) jointly affected user satisfaction. We discussed the implications and applications of our study findings on the design, evaluation and understanding of recommendation systems. Our study confirms the suspected importance of recommendations beyond discovering relevant information; in particular, that these systems implicitly alter online behavior in a manner that can have profound implications for individuals and society [1]. Future work is needed to study the generalization of these effects to wider demographic groups, and explore broader and longer term effects of recommendations through offline evaluation, simulations, and larger scale field experiments.

A QUALITATIVE USAGE RESULTS

We show the channels that were most-subscribed and listened during onboarding and in the field (Fig. 13). During onboarding, the subscriptions made in ASP-∗ groups were much more diverse compared to the POP-∗ groups. The subscriptions from POP-∗ groups were mostly concentrated on trendy channels such as TED Talks Daily, TED Radio Hour, and Hidden Brain. However, in the field, all groups manifested diverse content consumption patterns, and the top subscribed and listened channels contained both trendy and long-tail items. These qualitative results further illustrate how users’ podcast content consumption was driven by users’ intentions and at the same time affected by recommendation systems.
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